Sufficient conditions for the uniform convergence of polynomials Pniz) of best qth power approximation to a given function /(z) of a complex variable on a smooth curve Y were presented in an early paper by Jackson [1] . Although his theorem has found frequent application in approximation theory (see [2] ), only slight extensions of the result are to be found in the literature. The present paper gives sufficient conditions for the convergence of the Pniz) to /(z) in the mean of order p>q on Y when convergence in the mean on Y of order p is known for some auxiliary sequence of polynomials, and so includes Jackson's theorem as the special case p = od. Further extensions ofthat theorem are given for best approximation by trigonometric polynomials, rational functions with prescribed and free poles, and bounded analytic and meromorphic functions.
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The method of proof uses standard best approximation arguments together with a recent result of Walsh [3] which we state as Theorem 1. Let Y be a Jordan curve of type B and let Piz) be an arbitrary polynomial ofdegree n (>0). Then for 0<q<p^oo
we have for line integral norms on Y
(1) TOL = Ln^-^\\Piz)\\q, where L is a constant independent of n and z.
A Jordan curve r is said to be of type B if it is rectifiable, and if there exists a fixed number 80 ( > 0) such that through each point of Y there passes a circle y of radius S0 whose closed interior lies in the closed interior of Y.
Our basic result is Theorem 2. Let Y be a Jordan curve of type B andfiz) a function of class L" on Y. If Pniz) is a sequence of polynomials of respective degrees n of best qth power approximation to fiz) on Y and pniz) is an arbitrary sequence of polynomials of respective degrees n, then for 0<q<p^<x>, (2) H/(z)-Fn(z)||p Ï Anv<-vp\\fiz)-pniz)\\p. [April In particular, a sufficient condition for the Pniz) to converge tofiz) in the mean of order p on Y is n1/9-1'i||/(z)-/3n(z)||p->0 asn^-ao.
Here and below constants A are independent of n and z and may change from one inequality to another.
For p = oo we interpret the norms in (2) and below as Tchebycheff (uniform) norms on I\
+7Tn(z), and set en= ||5n(z)|p, pn= lK(z)||p.
By Theorem 1 we have (3) ft" =i Ln^^\\nniz)\\q.
Also, by the extremal properties of the PJj), we have
the last inequality follows from the lemma (proved by Holder's inequality) that, except for a suitable multiplicative constant depending on T, the norm is monotonically increasing with respect to increasing order. The constant Ax above may be chosen equal to 1 if q^ 1 and equal to 21'9"1 ifq<l. From (3) and (4) we have the equivalent of (2),
It is worth noting that Theorem 2 holds for arbitrary sequences of polynomials Let qniz) = zur> + ■ ■ ■ +an denote the polynomial of the form indicated having as its zeros the poles of/n(z) in the interior of E. By assumption 0^p.n^v, and hence the sequence qniz) is uniformly bounded on F by the constant max [(diam E)v, 1]. A well-known application of Lagrange's Interpolation Formula thus implies that the qniz) form a normal family in the finite plane and each limit function of the family is a polynomial of degree v.
Let qiz) be such a limit function and <7ni(z) a subsequence which converges uniformly to qiz) on compact sets of the plane. We note that qiz) is monic for u¡ere is an integer A (0?£ A^v) such that infinitely many of the qniiz) are of the form qniiz) = zx+---+ani. Now let Qiz) = zv + cv _ xzv '14-• • • +c0 be the polynomial of the form indicated having as its zeros the v poles of/(z) in the interior of E. We show qiz) = Qiz).
The functions Fiz) = Qiz)qiz)fiz), FJj) = ß(z)c7ni(z)/li(z) are analytic in the interior of F and from (8) and the uniform convergence of the <7ni(z) on Y satisfy lim ||F(z)-F,(z)||r = 0.
i-y oo Hence [5, §5.5, Lemma extended] the FJz) converge uniformly to Fiz) on closed sets in the interior of E, and so the qniiz)fniiz) converge uniformly to qiz)fiz) on each closed set in the interior of F which contains no pole of/(z). The analyticity of the functions ^n¡(z)/n,(z) thus implies that qiz) fiz) is analytic in the interior of E.
Note, therefore, that if a is a pole of/(z) of order k, then a must be zero of qiz) of order at least k. But since qiz) is of degree v and/(z) has precisely v poles in the interior of F, qiz) can have no zeros other than the poles of/(z) and the order of a pole of fiz) must equal its order as a zero of qiz). Since qiz) and Qiz) are monic, it follows that qiz) = Qiz), and since qiz) is an arbitrary limit function of the <7n(z), the qniz) converge uniformly to Qiz) on compact sets of the plane. Hurwitz's Theorem then implies that for n sufficiently large the^z) have at least, and hence precisely, v zeros in the interior of E, which approach respectively the zeros of Qiz). Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 6, we note that it suffices to prove inequality (7) The remainder of the proof of Theorem 6 now follows from the argument of Theorem 2. It is of some interest to note that Lemmas 1 and 2, whose conclusions are similar to those of J. L. Walsh [7] , can be used to extend many theorems on polynomial approximation to approximation by rational functions. These extensions shall be reserved for another occasion.
Further extensions of Theorem 2 for best approximation by bounded analytic and meromorphic functions require uLon™-vp\\fniz)\\q + Oipn).
We have established the result needed for the proof of 
